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Abstract
Recent advancements in voice conversion and text-to-speech technology have facilitated the creation of musical deepfakes, audio tracks featuring the voices of celebrity artists—typically without the artists’ involvement. Several deepfakes have already gone viral, leaving the music industry scrambling to sort out the potential impacts. While the media have primarily focused on specific high-profile incidents, there has been less attention from journalists and researchers surrounding the broader trends in musical deepfakes, including the communities creating them, the modeling techniques that they employ, and the sites on which they congregate. In this paper, we investigate two leading sources of musical deepfake models, the AI Hub Discord server and the Uberduck website, which are dedicated to the training, utilization, and distribution of these deepfakes. Interestingly, musical deepfakes target hundreds of artists of different backgrounds, levels of success, and musical styles. In light of the economic, legal, and ethical issues raised by deepfakes of so many artists, we provide warnings about the generation of discriminatory forms of content and potential financial and contractual problems for artists. We recommend more research should be conducted in this area, especially to probe peoples’ perceptions of this technology and devise approaches that mitigate potential harms.
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Recent progress in speech and music processing research has yielded tools that can realistically imitate the voices of famous music artists. As a result, people with only modest technical and musical skills can now create musical deepfakes, songs featuring the likeness of an artist, namely their voice, often without the knowledge or consent of the artist. Though the existence of image and video deepfakes is now common knowledge [1, 2, 3], musical deepfakes are a novel phenomenon. Artists stand to lose both financially and reputationally from songs that coopt their identities. Labels and streaming services may find themselves in competition with AI forms of artists from monetary and legal standpoints. Moreover, the ability to copy musical styles and impersonate any artist, living or dead, poses questions of ethics and identity [4, 5, 6].

A driving force behind the sudden escalation of musical deepfaking is the ease with which they can now be created, controlled, and shared. Generative modeling of broad music audio (i.e., complete songs) remains challenging—a key simplification behind the present proliferation...
of musical deepfakes is modeling the more narrow distribution of individual singing voices. Compared to modeling broad music audio [7, 8, 9, 10] which requires new ML methods, thousands of hours of training data, and specialized hardware, modeling singing voice is possible with off-the-shelf methods, minutes of training data, and commodity hardware. To turn generated vocals into a complete song, model outputs are combined with manually-created musical elements (e.g., mixing deepfaked rap with a human-composed beat).

There are two broad categories of approaches for singing voice synthesis (SVS): (1) voice conversion (VC), and (2) text-to-speech (TTS), primarily differentiated by the forms of user control they offer—respectively, VC is controlled by singing and TTS is controlled by lyrics represented as text. Both categories involve training models which estimate singing audio from intermediary features: VC-based models use intermediaries that can be readily extracted from input singing such as fundamental frequency [11, 12] or representations from pre-trained encoders [13], while TTS-based models use lyrics (and sometimes melody notes). In both cases, intermediary features both simplify the modeling problem (thereby decreasing compute and data requirements) and afford an essential form of control for musical deepfakes: the ability to specify lyrics (either by singing or writing text). Popular SVS systems are complex pipelines which compose several modules for feature extraction [14, 15, 13] and resynthesis [16, 17, 18]. Despite the underlying complexity, training and using models is made more broadly accessible by the distribution of easy-to-use open source tools\(^1\) and video tutorials.\(^2\)

Even with such accessible resources, technical and musical expertise are still required to train and co-create with singing voice models. Hence, making convincing musical deepfakes is, for the moment, primarily accessible to musical “prosumers” (e.g., “bedroom producers” already familiar with technical music production tools). Additionally, considerable artistic effort—composing and performing lyrics and producing backing tracks—is also a requirement. Despite these impediments, music streaming services are already being flooded with musical deepfakes [19, 20, 21]. Such deepfakes have also gone viral on social media [22], prompting everyone from listeners to musicians and record labels to seriously consider the issues these capabilities raise [23]. Moreover, musical deepfakes may become even easier to create in the future—the recent and rapid advancement in broad music audio generation methods suggest that it may eventually be possible for anyone to generate convincing musical deepfakes without technical or musical expertise.

Analysis of initial trends in musical deepfaking, such as examining which types of artists have been targeted, can help navigate these dilemmas or better prepare for future developments. Surprisingly, except for examples that have gone viral, we find little coverage in that regard. To this end, we explored AI Hub, a Discord community at the center of musical deepfake creation [24], and scraped the website Uberduck.ai\(^3\) (referred to as “Uberduck” going forward) in order to gather information on current deepfake models. While AI Hub is a community effort driven by prosumers sharing models, Uberduck is backed by a corporation and hosts models that require comparatively less technical background. Our results suggest that hundreds of musicians of diverse backgrounds have stakes in these issues. Based on our analysis, we also

\(^1\)S\(\text{o\ V}\)\(\text{I\ T\ S}\) and \(\text{R\ V\ C}\) are popular tools for VC: https://github.com/voicepaw/so-vits-svc-fork, https://github.com/RVC-Project/Retrieval-based-Voice-Conversion-WebUI/tree/main.

\(^2\)Example video tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZn0lcGO5OQ

\(^3\)https://uberduck.ai/
offer recommendations for the future, including but not limited to research into perceptions of listeners and members of the music industry as per Lee et al. [25].

2. Methodology

We gathered data from AI Hub by recording the title, post date, and tags of all posts in the voice-models channel on May 31st, 2023. This means we gathered all posts ever made in the channel from the Discord’s inception to May 31st. Regarding Uberduck, we similarly downloaded details of all available voice models on the site as of May 31st in the form of JSON metadata. For each data source, we first manually labeled entries with relevant artist info, including the artist’s name, race\(^4\), and whether the artist is deceased. We then used APIs for MusicBrainz [26] and Spotify to gather additional data about each artist’s gender\(^5\), music genres, geographical region, and popularity on a scale from 0 to 100 (with 100 being most popular).

3. Analysis

Overall, we found that nearly 400 artists were represented in AI Hub models, and over 50 were represented in Uberduck models. Additionally, for the first four weeks of May 2023, over 100 model posts were made per week in AI Hub. Based on retrieved metadata, users made different models to utilize differing training approaches (e.g., SoVITS versus RVC) or capture artists at different points in their careers (e.g., early versus contemporary Britney Spears). Table 1a displays the ten most popular artists from AI Hub and Uberduck in terms of how many models were made using their data, and Table 1b displays results of a random sample of models from each source. Evidently, the most popular artists in AI Hub typically have more related models than those in Uberduck. However, both lists highlight artists from a wide range of musical styles and backgrounds. In particular, Juice WLRD appears next to Jungkook of BTS in one list, and Kanye West and David Bowie appear in another.

The diversity of both data sources are also quantitatively illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Namely, Figure 1 shows the distribution of artists with deepfake models in each source grouped by race, and Figure 2 does the same in each source grouped by gender, popularity score, and region. We find that AI Hub has greater diversity across each criterion, featuring a bimodal popularity score distribution and many artists from Europe and Asia. However, very popular Black American male artists are most represented in each data source. The dominance of rap and hip hop styles in Figure 3 showing the top 10 most popular artists’ genres in each source also supports this.

4. Discussion

While our work sheds light on the deepfake models that currently exist, we emphasize that it is, at best, a preliminary investigation. For instance, we only focus on the number of models pertaining

---

\(^4\)Determined via sources ranging from physical appearance to heritage. We are aware of limitation that race is a social construct. Our aim is to illustrate diversity of impacted artists.

\(^5\)This was largely provided by MusicBrainz but was occasionally inferred from photos and articles in a manner similar to that employed for race. As such, we also emphasize awareness of gender as a social construct and again stress that our aim is to showcase the range of those affected.

\(^6\)Resulting data available here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tZa9YsTiFTYCF-gIIndquFFnMNV_50TD81Ef4Z95ajE/edit?usp=sharing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist (no. of models)</th>
<th>Artist from Random Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI Hub</strong></td>
<td><strong>Uberduck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Jackson (10)</td>
<td>Eminem (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice WRLD (7)</td>
<td>Playboi Carti (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playboi Carti (6)</td>
<td>Juice WRLD (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eminem (5)</td>
<td>B La B (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notti Osama (5)</td>
<td>E-40 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Grande (4)</td>
<td>Freddie Mecury (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney Spears (4)</td>
<td>Lady Gaga (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene (4)</td>
<td>Lil Uzi Vert (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jungkook (4)</td>
<td>XXXTentacion (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanye West (4)</td>
<td>21 Savage (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **AI Hub**             | **Uberduck**              |
| Duki                   | Damon Albarn              |
| Noa Kirel              | Noel Gallagher            |
| Trent Reznor           | Nicki Minaj               |
| Weird Al               | Kanye West               |
| Kendrick Lamar         | NLE Choppa                |
| Winter                 | Lil Uzi Vert             |
| Killy                  | Liam Gallagher           |
| Jhene Aiko             | Andy Bell                |
| Ice Spice              | MC Ride                  |
| Lil Tjay               | David Bowie              |

Table 1
Lists of artists that have deepfake models in AI Hub and Uberduck. (a) shows the top ten artists in terms of number of imitating models from each source. (b) shows ten artists based on a random sample of models from each source. Both types of lists showcase the range of represented artists in each source.

![Race Breakdown of Deepfaked Artists on AI Hub](image1)
![Race Breakdown of Deepfaked Artists on Uberduck](image2)

**Figure 1:** Race distribution of artists with deepfake models from each data source. (a) illustrates the AI Hub distribution while (b) illustrates the Uberduck distribution. Black artists are most represented.

to each artist, but the numbers of songs generated would also be valuable information. to each artist, but the numbers of songs generated would also be valuable information.

Even so, our findings suggest some concerning possibilities. First, the usage of models imitating East Asian and Black artists by creators who do not share those demographics could be considered digital forms of yellowface and blackface respectively [27, 5]. Similarly, voice and text-

---

7We briefly studied other parts of AI Hub and observed origins and covers channels where users shared original tracks or covers of existing songs made with deepfakes, respectively, and each channel appeared to have hundreds of messages exchanged in a given day. Further analysis of these channels could address some of these limitations.
Figure 2: Additional information of artists in each source. (a), (c), and (e) correspond to gender, popularity, and region of artists in AI Hub (regions limited to top 10), and (b), (d), and (f), correspond to same criteria in Uberduck.

Figure 3: Genres of artists in each source. (a) corresponds to AI Hub and (d) corresponds to Uberduck.

to-speech models imitating deceased artists broach ethical and normative questions regarding whether impersonation of the dead is appropriate. Deepfake models may also exacerbate issues of music ownership as musicians already have a tenuous grasp on music ownership (see, e.g., [28, 29]). Therefore, we recommend that more research should be done in this area.
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